[The Chinese traditional treatment with "ShengYang" prescription as a post-operative auxiliary method using on the oral squamous cells carcinoma patients.].
This paper observed the clinic investigation.Which prove the relationship among the Chinese dialectical fur condition pulse condition,dialectical divided into types and survival time,immunity function before and after therapy,which will provide scientific basis and new train of thinking for recovery of stomatological carcinoma patient following operation.These patients according to dialectical type.were divided into type of feeble kidney and type of mixed excess and deficiency syndrome that the survive time compare with control group through treat by statistics,were P<0.05.The positive cases of immunity response of administration group were more increased than control group, the rate was 22.2%,maintenance and decrease rate were 7.5% and 14.6% compare with control group,with multiple factor computer analysis in two groups.There is some evidence that the traditional Chinese prescription of "ShengYang" treat in tumor patients with the type of feeble kidney and type of mixed excess an deficiency syndrome were remarkably regulate the immunity function and promote the action of anti tumor.For recovery therapy after tumor operation which reach a fairly action.